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Tuning localized plasmon cavities for optimized surface-enhanced Raman scattering
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Mesostructured metallic substrates composed of square pyramidal pits are shown to confine localized plasmons. Plasmon frequency tuning is demonstrated using white light reflection spectroscopy with a wide range
of structure dimensions from 400 to 3000 nm. Using a simple plasmon cavity model, we demonstrate how the
individual pit morphology and not their periodicity controls the resonance frequencies. By measuring the
surface-enhanced Raman scattering 共SERS兲 signals from monolayers of benzenethiol on the same range of
mesostructures, we extract a quantitative connection between absorption, field enhancement, and SERS signals.
The match between theory and experiment enables effective design of plasmon devices tailored for particular
applications, such as optimizing SERS substrates.
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Raman scattering is a crucial spectroscopic technique for
identifying molecules through their vibrational resonances
and has increasingly important applications in monitoring
low concentrations of impurities or trace biomolecules.1–3 It
has also been suggested for direct monitoring of coupling of
molecular distortions and electronic transport in molecular
electronics.4–6 However, the terribly weak Raman cross section has always made such application problematic. The
enormous enhancement in cross section when the molecules
are held close to a metal surface with nanoscale roughness7,8
has driven the hope that surface-enhanced Raman scattering
共SERS兲 will become a viable and reproducible diagnostic.
While improvements have been made in terms of enhancement factor, reproducibility, and in understanding that plasmons underpin such enhancements,9 it is unclear how to precisely design nanostructures to optimize the Raman
signatures. Over the last five years, we have shown that mesostructured metal films comprised of arrays of voids form
excellent surfaces for localizing plasmons while retaining
strong coupling to external light.10–13 Recently, we showed,
using angularly resolved SERS on such void substrates, that
incident photons are transducted both into and out of molecules via plasmons,14 giving hope that reproducible substrates can be designed for specific applications. While most
SERS research has focused on using the nanoscale junctions
between metallic particles such as colloids15 or lithographic
arrays16 that have broad plasmon resonances which can only
be tuned through control of shape anisotropy or gap dimensions, the voids show strong sharp tunable plasmon resonances. Previous work has shown that optimized samples
possess plasmon absorption that lies between the laser wavelength and outscattered Raman emission;17–19 however, they
are unable to make clear the quantitative link between plasmon resonant absorption and SERS emission.
In this paper, we present calibrated spectroscopic measurements on systematically engineered plasmonic mesostructured metal surfaces. We show the quantitative connection between the resonance arising from wavelength scale
gold mesostructures and the SERS enhancement of a monolayer of molecules. The metallic substrates are composed of
arrays of inverted pyramidal pits which we have recently
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developed20 to provide extremely accurate control and reproducibility over the void morphology. In complete contrast to
metallodielectric plasmonic crystals,21 we show that such
voids have plasmonic resonances controlled only by the geometry of individual voids. We are able to account for this
behavior using a simple plasmon cavity model, which makes
quantitative predictions about the SERS enhancement. The
excellent agreement between theory and experiment allows
straightforward SERS substrate design for specific applications.
We fabricate a matrix of samples from 共100兲 oriented silicon wafers, with square pit apertures aligned along the 关110兴
directions.22 Arrays of apertures defined by electron-beam
lithography are transferred into a Cr metal mask. An anisotropic KOH etch is used to preferentially etch to the 兵111其
planes forming an array of inverted pyramidal pits, as seen in
Fig. 1. This fabrication technique is instrumental in producing extremely reproducible samples, with a fixed apex pit
angle of arccos共1 / 3兲 = 70.5°, the surfaces of which are atomically smooth.22 This is crucial in order to develop a detailed
understanding of the correlation between plasmon absorption
and SERS, which has been complicated by problems in
achieving plasmon tuning while maintaining the nanoscale
landscape.23 Previously, we showed that small changes in the
pit dimensions modified the plasmon resonant frequency.13
Here, we map the entire plasmon landscape, moving between
regimes where the incident optical wavelength is both much
larger and much smaller than the void feature size. In order

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Optical micrograph of a gold pyramidal pit array showing 50 m patches with pitch and aperture graded
as indicated across the sample. Inset: SEM of several pits. 共b兲 Cross
section of pit parallel to edge.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Reflectivity spectra of pit arrays with
varying 共a兲 aperture size and 共b兲 pitch. The arrows indicate the
position of resonant absorption features.

to distinguish localized plasmon and diffraction effects, we
vary the aperture size D from 300 nm to 2.0 m and the
pitch ⌳ from 500 nm to 3 m, with each 共D , ⌳兲 combination realized in a 50 m2 square. The samples were then
coated by sputtering with 300 nm of gold and inspected by
FEG-SEM to confirm that the metal texture inside the pits
and on the flat top is identical, showing typical sub-50-nm
scale roughness. We have confirmed that the precise Au
thickness makes little difference to the plasmon resonances
observed and also that other noble metals give very similar
results.24
We have previously shown through angle-resolved whitelight-laser spectroscopy that the localized plasmon absorption bands are independent of the angle of incidence but are
modulated by angle-dependent diffraction features.13 Here,
our main goal is to correlate the plasmon absorption and the
measured SERS; hence, both are measured using a microscope objective at normal incidence which integrates over a
range of angles and averages out diffraction features. Reflectivity spectra are recorded with unpolarized white light
through a 20⫻ microscope objective, numerical aperture of
0.4, using visible and infrared spectrometers. As expected,
restricting the angular aperture to vary the range of incident
angles from ±23° down to ±5° has no effect on the spectra.
Spectra are recorded and normalized against a flat gold section of the same sample, thereby eliminating optical effects
due to the metal coating. The SERS spectra are recorded
using a commercial Raman system, with 785 nm pump laser
of 10 mW power, with 10 s integration time and 20⫻ microscope objective.
Clear evidence of plasmon tuning is presented in Fig. 2共a兲
which shows spectra for a fixed pitch of 2000 nm and aperture varying from 940 to 1750 nm. The resonant absorption
features 共one of which is indicated by arrows兲 shift to longer
wavelength with increasing pit aperture. By contrast, varying
the pitch at constant aperture size has no influence on the
resonance 关Fig. 2共b兲兴, which is instead only sensitive to the
number of pits per unit area. We note that this is completely
different from metallodielectric plasmonic crystals as the
modes probed here are specifically the localized plasmons.
The reflectivity spectra overlap in magnitude when normalized to the pit filling fraction, allowing us to confirm that the

plasmons in the pits are isolated from each other.
The resonant plasmon wavelength depends only on the
geometry of the individual pits. We first confirm that the
tuning of the plasmons follows the simple surface–plasmonpolariton standing wave model that we introduced recently
共but only over a very limited parameter space兲.13 This model
assumes that plasmons oscillate backward and forward up
and down the sides of each pit, completely reflected by the
top convex sharp pit edges. Plasmon interference implies that
only certain plasmon energies fit within the 2y path length,
leading to a round trip phase  = kspp ⫻ 2y = 4nsppy / . Extracting the experimental reflectivity dips and plotting their
energy as a function of aperture size 关Fig. 3共a兲兴 show a surprisingly good match with theory 共dashed lines兲, supporting
the proposed model. The energy separation of the modes
共controlled by the effective plasmon cavity length兲 only fits
well for plasmons confined to the surface of the pit walls
共rather than, for instance, across the aperture兲. For the larger
structures, up to 6 orders of plasmon standing waves are
visible, equivalent to the higher plasmon modes recently observed in nanorods.25
To extend this model, we discuss the metal void in terms
of a resonant plasmon cavity 关Fig. 3共b兲兴. The field coupling
strength of incoming light into the plasmon cavity is t, with r
directly reflected and the fraction of plasmon field not absorbed in the cavity on each round trip is a, with the round
trip phase shift of  as above. Evaluating the multiply reflected plasmon field, the light absorbed from the field in the
cavity is Etot ⫻ 冑1 − a2, giving for the absorption

␣=

共1 − r2兲共1 − a2兲
.
兩1 − rae−i兩2

共1兲

Extracting the absorption linewidth in radians 共⌫ is the
half-width at half maximum兲 and the maximum absorption
共␣m兲 from Eq. 共1兲 and inverting the resulting equations give
expressions for the cavity parameters in terms of the measured absorption spectra,
a2 = exp兵− ␥ + ␤其,

共2兲

r2 = exp兵− ␥ − ␤其,

共3兲

where cosh ␥ = 2 − cos ⌫ and cosh ␤ = ␣m + cosh ␥共1 − ␣m兲.
Hence, by measuring ␣m and ⌫, we find a and r and hence
evaluate the field enhancement at each wavelength from
E2共兲 =

冏

cavity共兲
incident

冏

2

=

␣共兲
.
1 − a2

共4兲

In order to extract the plasmonic absorption, we normalize the reflection spectra to account for the nonplasmonic
scattering. For light whose wavelength is much smaller than
the pit features, a ray optics model shows that all light incident on the pit is reflected at angles not collected by our
optical configuration.22 Thus, the reflectivity is set by the fill
fraction of pits in the reflection upper surface. On the other
hand, for light whose wavelength is much larger than the pit
features, an effective refractive index for the surface combined with pit-induced scattering into all directions is obtained. Combining these models allows effective fitting of
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Experimental plasmon resonant wavelengths vs aperture size, with
theory 共dashed lines兲 and horizontal long dashed
line at the ingoing laser wavelength. 共b兲 Schematic plasmon cavity. 共c兲 Absorption spectra, ␣
= 1 − R 共shifted for clarity兲, plotted against the
cavity phase shift. The triangles correspond to the
laser excitation 共down兲 and Raman shifted 共up兲
wavelengths. 共d兲 Extracted transmission and absorption coefficients of the cavity as a function of
aperture size.

the background reflectivity, as confirmed by measurements
on a large number of structured metals and dielectrics.24
The resulting absorption spectra for different pit dimensions are plotted against the round trip phase shift 关Fig. 3共c兲兴,
showing the expected resonance condition every 2, consistent with cavity behavior. From this, the absorption linewidth
and amplitude can be extracted as well as the phase shift
between the absorption peaks. From such fits, the coupling
strength is found to peak at 40%, decreasing for either very
small or large cavities 关Fig. 3共d兲兴. On the other hand, the
maximum absorption per round trip 共1 − a兲 increases from
20% to 70% as the cavity size increases 关Fig. 3共d兲兴. This can
be understood intuitively from the increasing lossy sidewall
length in larger cavities: we find a scaling equivalent to
−1 dB/ m, with an additional fixed contribution of 1 dB
共which could be ascribed to scattering at the pit apex兲. This
should be compared with surface plasmon-polaritons on a
flat Au surface at the same wavelengths, which have eight
times less dissipation.
Using Eq. 共4兲 provides an estimate of the field strength as
a function of wavelength for each cavity. This has been
thought to be the crucial parameter for SERS18 but has not
previously been quantitatively controlled in plasmonic mesostructures. The Raman scattered emission at  p − i when
pumping 共at  p兲 the molecules with ith vibrational resonance
at i is
ISERS ⬀ E2共 p兲E2共 p − i兲.

共5兲

From the spectra in Fig. 3共c兲, we can thus predict the
SERS expected from each of the structured voids. To provide
a good quantitative SERS comparison, we use a monolayer

molecular marker allowing calibrated measurement of the
Raman cross section. The plasmon substrate samples are immersed for 8 h in a solution of benzenethiol in ethanol and
the excess subsequently washed off with ethanol. This procedure ensures monolayer coverage of the surface of the
sample by the molecules.14,26 We have previously demonstrated that these mesostructured substrates have a SERS reproducibility and uniformity below 10% under these conditions. No SERS signal could be detected on the flat portion
of the sample, indicating that the surface is sufficiently
smooth not to provide nanoscale field localization 共hot
spots兲. From SERS spectra of each patch 关Fig. 4共a兲兴, the
intensity of the strong 1070 cm−1 line is extracted. What is
also apparent in this data is that the enhancement is similar
for all the vibrational lines and also for the background
共whose origin remains unclear兲. To simplify the analysis and
effects of fill fraction, we concentrate the analysis on the

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 共a兲 SERS spectra for two different pit
apertures, extracted peak height shown as dashed line. 共b兲 SERS
counts normalized for exposure and incident power and predicted
SERS enhancement from Eq. 共5兲 as a function of aperture size.
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arrays that have the maximum filling fraction of pits of
around 70% and therefore constant pit wall area. The observed SERS counts are normalized for laser power and acquisition time. This normalized SERS shows a strong dependence on the pit dimensions, varying by ⬎104 and exhibiting
two strong maxima at apertures of 640 and 940 nm. We measured four different samples and found the same systematic
trend to be repeatable; the average is shown in Fig. 4共b兲.
These SERS resonances correspond to situations when pump
and emitted Raman photons are in resonance with the localized plasmons, as seen for the dashed line at the pump photon energy in Fig. 3共a兲.
Plotting the predicted and measured SERS enhancements
vs aperture size 关Fig. 4共b兲兴 shows the excellent agreement
and supports the validity of using our highly simplified plasmon cavity model. The situation for both ingoing and outgoing resonances can be examined in more detail in Fig. 3共c兲,
where the corresponding energetic positions are marked 共in
terms of the phase shift兲. The strongest SERS enhancement
is seen for the smallest pits which enclose a single plasmon
wavelength and display the strongest plasmon absorption.
Higher order plasmon resonances 共such as m = 3兲 are nearly
ten times less SERS active. These features also clearly demonstrate that such plasmon mesostructured substrates cannot
be used for all applications at all laser wavelengths. Instead,
it is necessary to appropriately match the void geometry to
the pump laser wavelength.
Several features remain to be fully understood in such
plasmon nanovoids. Clearly, the input coupling and the
round trip absorption change with void geometry; however,
the full field distribution in such structures and the way that
incoming plane waves couple to them remain less clear. Recently, we have managed to model the full three-dimensional
field using a boundary element method when the pits are
approximated as inverted cones. These calculations broadly
confirm the plasmon standing wave model, with the electric
field position depending on the size of the pit.27 These calculations also confirm that the void geometry shows much
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In conclusion, gold coated submicron pits are shown to
behave as plasmon cavities, with field enhancements controlled by the coupling and intracavity plasmon absorption.
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mesostructures can be helpfully treated as plasmonic cavities.
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